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DME Historical Context and A-PNT Evolution
 DME standardized in 1950’s as an addition to VOR
 DME evolved to the main back-up capability for GNSS
 Current A-PNT system of choice esp. in busy en-route airspace and
high density TMA due to support for PBN / RNAV
 Modest cost compared to VOR and ILS while installed equipage levels
on ground and air are very high
 Modern DME’s very reliable, also supports ILS
 Other conventional NAVAIDS retain an A-PNT role in terrain
constrained (water) or low capacity environments

 Alternative Positioning, Navigation and Timing (A-PNT)
 12th ICAO Air Navigation Conference recommendation for ICAO to
evaluate “need for and feasibility of A-PNT”, job card to NSP
 Alternative in A-PNT currently means alternative to GNSS
 For the N in A-PNT, the short to medium term answer will remain
DME
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Note some
“good news”:
5G data rate
needs too
high to
compete
near 1 GHz

 Aviation occupies a lot of spectrum with a high level of protection
 Among CNS, navigation uses most of it
 DME uses a major portion of the most desirable spectrum

 Due to painfully slow innovation cycles, aviation is accused as
irresponsible user of spectrum and obstacle to other citizen benefits
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DME Spectrum Context
 DME occupies large parts of the ARNS Band from 960 to 1215 MHz
 Prime spectrum real-estate of very high value to society
 Other parts of NAV spectrum not as coveted (NDB, VHF)

 IF aviation decides to start a new development program NOW, new
A-PNT equipment would not be fully operational before 2050
 Appetite very limited currently
 Try telling the airlines that next to a new DFMC GNSS box they will also
need a new A-PNT box just in case the GNSS one does not work…
 Meanwhile, spectrum pressures are rising!
 Hard to convince other industries at ITU that aviation is not capable of
moving to a new system in 100 years

 Without at least a pro-active investigation, chances are high that
aviation may lose spectrum allocations (forced sharing)
 Unfortunately, DME spectrum is the most complex and shared already
 In some areas, DME near saturization, limits DME/DME capacity
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 DME shares with JTIDS/MIDS, GNSS L5/E5/G3 and SUR
 Sharing optimized afap for pulsed systems
 Freeing up DME spectrum to facilitate additional sharing with
aviation systems (such as LDACS) is challenging
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Why A-PNT?
 GNSS is sensor of choice for PBN, ADS-B and many other
applications
 Will become more robust with multi-constellation but some vulnerability
to RFI remains
 GNSS is a multi-user segment system not specific to aviation

 Makes sense to retain an independent positioning source fully
under aviation control
 Mitigates State concerns on sovereignty relating to GNSS
 Even if DME can meet all back up requirements for the foreseeable
future, makes sense to consider long term options

 New A-PNT must have a feasible path to get on the aircraft
 Enable transition in presence of legacy systems (i.e. DME)
 Must provide better spectrum efficiency while usually, introducing a new
system is making things worse
 Must take advantage of CNS synergies
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Basic Choice for L-Band Evolution
 Option 1: Maintain Broad Use of Pulsed Systems (DME)
 FAA studied DME Improvements mainly in terms of performance, but
spectrum impact not assessed (improvement possible)
 LDACS is proposing DME-inlay scheme between channels
 SSR Mode N proposes shorter pulses
 Possibility to add DATA to DME, similar to SSR Mode S principles,
should be considered

 Option 2: Vacate Pulsed Systems from Sub-Band
 Offer new, Alternate PNT Technology to DME that allows retreating DME
from part of the L-Band, making it available for new digital services
 ICAO RF Handbook suggests this to facilitate LDACS
 Removing DME from part of the band would leave other systems in the
band that have been optimized for pulse sharing
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Need for and feasibility of A-PNT: How to decide?
 Given GNSS vulnerabilities, the “need for” is a clear YES
 DME is feasible today and good enough today

 But should aviation move to a new positioning technology in the long
term to overcome limitations of DME?
 Improve spectrum utilization while providing a realistic transition path
Basic DME Choice

Make DME Better
 All options have pros and
cons
 EUROCONTROL working
on developing spectrum
efficiency metrics to facilitate
decision

Switch to DME Alternative

Keep Pulsed
Modulation
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A-PNT Technology Candidate Overview
 DME Improvements





FAA / Ohio U Roadmap
Short Term: EUROCAE WG 107
Multi-DME FMS Improvements
Passive Ranging: subsequent slides

 LDACS-NAV

Note: Hybrid
Solution also
possible, such as
mixed DME and
LDACS-NAV with
modular integrity

 L-Band Digital Aeronautical COM System
 Add one-way or two-way ranging function
 If adopted, clear path onto aircraft

 SSR Mode N
 Use shorter SSR pulses
 TDOA Multilateration

 eLORAN
 Best option in terms of spectrum, time sync possibility
 Unlikely due to limited support in Maritime sector
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Significant Change

Possibility to
improve
spectrum
utilization

Passive / Hybrid DME Ranging

EUROCAE WG-107

FAA / OhioU A-PNT Studies (W. Pelgrum, K. Li)

Significant improvements in ranging performance
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DME Passive Ranging: Concept

 Unsolicited broadcast of pre-defined pseudo random pulse-pair
based sequence
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DME Passive Ranging: Pros
 Unlimited capacity
 Interoperability with DME conventional service (two-way ranging)
 Upgradability of current DME ground transponders using closely
sited interrogators
 Data broadcast addition

Synch Replies
Data Replies

Current DME
transponder

Interrogator
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DME Passive Ranging: Cons
 Ground stations need to be commonly synchronised
 On board position derivation requires at least three ground stations
with suitable siting geometry
 All DME system elements impacted: ground transponder, on-board
“interrogator” and FMS
 Hard compatibility between on-board DME (multi-channel) scanning
receivers and data transmission from ground if done using extra
pulse pairs
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DME Hybrid Ranging: Concept

 Occasional two-way ranging – relative synchronization
 One-way ranging (pseudo random sequence) – relative range
measurements

Broadcast pseudorandom
pulse pairs sequence

Broadcast pseudorandom
pulse pairs sequence

Conventional interrogation-reply
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DME Hybrid Ranging: Pros






Reduced risk of transponder load
Compatibility with legacy interrogators
No need of ground station synchronization
On-board position derivation requires two-ground stations
Transparency towards FMS
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DME Hybrid Ranging:
Challenges and Options
 Minimization of interrogation need
 Pseudorandom sequence definition compatible with on-board multichannel scanning receivers
 Robustness against multipath and propagation induced errors
 Robustness against aircraft different dynamic conditions (i.e.
acceleration)
 Inclusion of station ID broadcast within the synch sequence
definition
 Using different allowable pulse pairs sequences
 As alternative to conventional Morse code transmission

 Sequence transmission integrity monitoring
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DME Hybrid Ranging:
How can we realize a Spectrum Benefit?
 For interrogations, probably easier to maintain current channeling
scheme
 Feasible to combine transponder reply channels?
 With pseudo-random pulse sequence, replies from co-channel stations
could be separated out
 Difficult transition since transponder would have to reply on two
channels, impacting system reply efficiency
 Without remap, all we do is reduce per channel pulse load a bit

 NOTE: these are only very preliminary thoughts!
 Even with “minor change”, things get very complex very quickly
 So far, research community struggles with identifying even the criteria to
be applied to select the best “New A-PNT Option”
 Achieving a real spectrum utilization improvement remains very
challenging
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Summary
 Passive / hybrid DME ranging one option among many
 Appealing due to limited change to ground equipment
 Legacy compatible, but needs avionics changes
 Like with any other option, spectrum benefit still TBD

 Main factors that may influence the long-term solution







Next generation GNSS interference environment
Operational GNSS dependencies
Realistic path unto aircraft
Supportable transition
Spectrum pressure on L band
Worldwide agreement

 Need coordinated CNS approach to group C/N/S upgrades into a
single package
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